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Subject: URGENT -Districting Issue -Confirmation and Further Comments
From: "Bern Steves, Esq." <bernsteves@californiabizlaw.com>
Date: 7/10/2018 2:59 PM

To: Igillmor@santaclaraca.gov

Dear Mayor Gillmor,

Sorry to trouble you in this urgent matter when I understand you are traveling.

The email below was just sent to Mr. Doyle. It expands on points I raised in a brief meeting with
him yesterday, and builds on earlier comments at the two "public hearings."

Main points for your information:

• My clients - including two Japanese American minors represented by their father -are
opposed to any balkanization of the City into districts.

• The districting proposals mean that instead of having 5 votes for council members, each voter
only gets one vote for a district candidate.

• The voting choice is further restricted by the additional restriction that candidates MUST
reside in the district they seek to represent. This restricts the choice of available candidate
to one-fifth of the available pool on average. The restriction is not dictated by any real logic,
and does not seem to be mandated under the CVRA although it is mentioned.

• The Court's "statement of decision" specifically criticized the City's current numbered-seat
voting system which could theoretically lead to the same majority block securing election for
"its" candidates, without a fair chance of representation for a minority block (of whatever
nature) in each of the single-seat races.

• The simplest and conventional answer is to have open, at-large, "top-two" election for the
two seats up for reelection in November 2018. This is the system currently used, e.g. in
Cupertino (see attached ballot) and thus thoroughly familiar to the Santa Clara Registrar of
Voters organization.

• The "top-two" system goes a considerable way toward addressing the plainfiffs' stated
concerns: if a significant minority block of voters focuses its voting power on one favored
"minority" candidate, that candidate would gain a seat if the "minority" candidate gains more
vote than the second-ranked "majority" candidate.

• Cumulative voting (CV) is an even better system to protect the interests of a voter minority
(of whatever nature). CV functions in the same way as the conventional "top-two" system,
except that voters are allowed to cast both votes for one candidate if they wish. Under a
two-seat election using CV, a minority group comprising 34% of voters is guaranteed one out
of two seats if all votes are concentrated on the minority's preferred candidate.

• In more real-life situations, CV gives even smaller minority groups a fair shot at securing the
second seat for "its" candidate. This is because the majority will rarely allocate its votes
exactly 50/50 among its preferred candidates. More typically, three or more candidates
would seek to appeal to the majority, out of whom one is a favorite. With a 70% majority
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group and 3 majority candidates, the majority's second most favored candidate would be
lucky to get 20% of the total vote. The 30% minority in this example can easily ensure that its
most favored candidate gets, e.g. 25% of all votes cast. Result: the minority candidate is
elected.

REQUEST:

We respectfully request that the City permit my clients to PRESENT THEIR POSITION DIRECTLY TO
THE COURT, and take all appropriate steps to facilitate such presentation procedurally, practically
and financially.

Sincerely,

Bern Steves
Attorney for Steve Peck, Andrew Peck, David Peck and Hani Ajus
U.S. Citizens and City Residents

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:URGENT -Districting Issue -Confirmation and Further Comments
Date:Tue, 10 Jul 2018 14:09:24 -0700
From:Bern Steves, Esq. <bernsteves@californiabizlaw.com>
To:City Attorney Santa Clara <CityAfitorney@santaclaraca.~ov>

Dear Mr. Doyle,

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me briefly yesterday during what must be a particularly
hectic period for your office.

Confirming and expanding on the points 1 made during the meeting:

(1) In addition to Mr. Steve Peck and his twin sons Andrew and David (Japanese Americans), I now
also represent Mr. Hani Ajus. Mr. Ajus was born in Egypt and thus qualifies as an African American.
(Cf. Declaration of Hosam Haggag filed by the City, pars 5).

(2) My clients are strongly opposed to any districfing of the City as proposed by the plaintiffs and
apparently strongly favored by ad-hoc committee chair Yuki Ikeji and the city-retained
"demographer" Ms. Gabelot. We note that the term "demographer" does not appear anywhere in
the U.S. Constitution.

The proposed partition drafts all involve:

(a) reducing each voter's input from five (or six) votes for five council members, to only
ONE vote for one district candidate who must happen to reside in the voter's
arbitrarily-drawn "district."
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(b) further limiting the voting input of each voter by banning votes for out-of-district
candidates, however suitable and experienced in administering the City's business they
may be.

Whether intended or not, balkanization of the entire City and long-term corruption of
its polifics would be unavoidable consequences.

(3) As I explained, cumulative voting (CV) is a clean, non-sectarian, non-divisive solution:

(a) CV is swell-established system under California law that is used to ensure that
minority shareholders are fairly represented on a corporate board, i.e. to prevent a
"tyranny by the majority" -precisely the "mischief" that the plaintiffs claim to be
concerned about. CV is mandatory for non-public corporations in California. See
details here: hops://en.wikipedia.ar~/wild/Cumulative vofin~ and
hops://~minutes.com/did-vou-think-the-majority-rules-in-califarnia-think-a~ain-
cumulative-voting-is-the-law-for-all-California-corporations

(b) CV by its nature gives ethnic (or any other minority) blocks of voters a full and fair
opportunity to secure representation of their choice on the council. As the Court
found, the current numbered-seat system risks leaving even a sizeable minority group
without a fair chance of representation on the Council.

(c) In a hypothetical extreme case, a minority accounting for only one-third of the voters
plus one (e.g.33.4%) could concentrate its vote on its preferred candidate and be
guaranteed one spot. In a more realistic multi-candidate scenario, a candidate with
strong minority voter support would effectively only have to defeat the majority's
second-ranked candidate to secure the second of two council seats.

(d) CV can easily be implemented in pracfice. In fact, cumulative voting for two
members at large is merely a minor tweak on the convenfional "top-two" system
practiced in cities within Santa Clara County such as, e.g. Cupertino. In a conventional
"top-two" election, voters may cast votes for any two candidates, but cannot give their
two votes to the same candidate. Simply removing this last restriction would produce
cumulative vofing.

(e) A sample ballot used fora "top-two" race in Cupertino in 2016 is attached for
reference. For the November 2018 Santa Clara City election, we would simply print two
fillable spaces next to each candidate. The instructions are equally simple: "Vote for no
more than Two. You may vote twice for one candidate." No further voter education is
required.

(f) No special arithmetic etc. needs to be implemented by the Registrar of Voters. The
votes cast for candidate Jane Doe could simply be registered on the reading system as
Jane Doe (1) and Jane Doe (2). The totals could easily be evaluated, if necessary
manually. (Total time: 5 minutes to total and rank the voting results for the entire City
Council election.)
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(4j As a less preferred alternative to CV, a simple top-two election format would go a long way
toward addressing the plaintiffs' stated concerns, without leaving the City riven into ethnic
fiefdoms, and without abandoning fundamental basic American principles for the sake of a
balkanizing charade. Under top-two, a sizeable minority group voting cohesively has an excellent
chance of defeating the majority's second-most-popular candidate, parficularly where - as often
happens -the most popular candidate is ahead of the rest field. Both CV and top-two systems
reward candidates with broader cross-group appeal.

(S) My clients request that the option of CV, and the less preferred alternative of an open
"top-two" election, be reported to the Court SPECIFICALLY and SEPARATELY from general
community input. The running of the public hearing by the Ad-Hoc Committee indicates that the
Committee chair is a priori committed to an unwarranted and unlawful agenda of ethnic
balkanization.

(6) In addition, we respectfully request that the City agree to and make arrangements to enable
us to present our position directly to the Court during the remedies trial phase.

(7) Ms. Ikezi has revealed herself to be biased and wholly unsuitable to the responsibility of
serving the citizens in the City of Santa Clara as a whole. The two other committee members
remained almost entirely passive. Ms. Ikezi was either unfamiliar with the pleadings and the
Court's statement of decision, or chose to ignore it and basic principles of U.S. Constitutional Law.
For instance, at the 7/5/2018 hearing, one speaker made the the statement (at 1:39:44)

... it was disappointing to hear speakers propose that district boundaries be primarily
based on citizenship, or voter registration, ... [emphasis added]

Ms. Ikezi took it upon herself to respond expressly (at 1:41:35):

Thank you for your very thoughtful comments and, uh, I completely agree with you that
everybody deserves representation. [emphasis added]

In the context (and following unambiguous earlier oral and written communications to the
committee on this precise issue), Ms. Ikezi's remark constitutes blatant advocacy for boundaries
drawn based on NON-CITIZEN residents who are not authorized to vote, and whose non-votes by
definition cannot advance the plainfiffs' interests.

(8) We note that the Court's "ORDER RE: SCHEDULE FOR REMEDIES PHASE OF TRIAL" specifically
mandated with respect to the public hearings that:

"Like other City meetings, the City Clerk (or a delegate) should keep minutes." [emphasis
added]

It is incumbent on the City Council to ensure that the Ad-Hoc Committee does NOT censor or
suppress input that disagree with the chair's personal predilections.
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(9) Any remedial approach based on numbers of aliens residing in different parts of the city
would be legally inapt and would make a mockery of the California Vofing Rights Act and the
Constitutional rights of citizen residents.

It bears restating that under the Constitution, aliens (to use the terminology on my clients' former
"Alien Registration Card") enjoy full Constitutional protection largely indistinguishable from the
protections extended to U.S. citizens. However, aliens -regardless of visa status -remain barred
from participation in elections, and are NOT individually or as a class entitled to any protection
under the California Voting Rights Act. (NOTE: different considerations apply in drawing
Congressional district boundaries based on official Census figures.)

Indeed, long-term resident aliens are overwhelmingly OPPOSED to any approach that purports to
give electoral "representation" to transient visitors with no knowledge of or interest in the
American Constitution and the American form of government. Indeed, many of these non-citizen
residents sought to be counted toward ethnic totals are likely unaware of these pseudo-
democratic blessings purportedly bestowed on them in furtherance of what can only be ulterior
aims quite unrelated to the personal well-being of citizens or non-citizens.

Sincerely,

Bern Steves

Bern SIEVES, Esq.
Managing Attorney
CALIFORNIA BUSINESS LAW OFFICE

Cell: 650 215 0888
Tel.: 408 253 6911
Fax: 408 638 0189
E-mail: bernsteves(~ucalifot~niabizlaw.com

CALIFORNIA BUSINESS LAW OFFICE
19925 Stevens Creek Boulevard #100
Cupertino, CA 95014

IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE: This message is intended for the named recipients) only. It may contain
privileged and confidential information which may not be read, made known to others, or used, by any other
person. If you have received this message in error, kindly let us know by return e-mail or other means.

THANK YOU.

Attachments:

Cu pertin o_2016_Bal lot. pdf •.
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SAMPLE BALLOT / BOLETA DE MUESTRA

EIS A

SANTA CLARA COUNTY OFFICIAL BALLOT—CONTINUED
CONDADO DE SANTA CLARA BOIETA OFICIAL—CONTINUACIbN

' 1
FREMONT UNION HIGH SCHOOL CIUDAU

DISTRICT
DISTRITO DE ESCUELAS SECUNDARIAS 'CITY Of CUPERTINO

UNION DE FREMONT •CIUDAD DE CUPERTINO

Governing Board Member Member, City Council
Mlembro de la Junta de Goblemo Miembro del Concejo Municipal

Vota fa ~w more Than Two Vole for no rtgre than Trro
Vole rno mia de DofVole rtw mis de Doi

ROY ROCKLIN ♦KRIS WANG
Silence Teacher ~ ~ Ue~Ra ire NegodoMaestro de Cientias
JENNY YUAN ♦ VAL VITOLS

~ ~Dunla de Pequeilo Negocio J ~
JEFF MOE
Inambenl

~I ~ ~
~ ROD G. SINKS

1Titular TdiAxd Aar

y ♦ STEVEN SCHARF
Embedded tm~s deeri «~~~~~xn~ 1~ y
JERRY VU

~ yCUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT G~ te~eEi~ iad~b a~n
DISTRITO ESCOLAR UNION DE DAVID FUNGCUPERTINO ~ ~t ~ ~

Governing Board Member
Mfembro de la Junta de Gobiemo ♦ ROBERT MCCOY

Vote for no morethan Txo
Vata por no mis de Dot

V ~~~ ~ y

PHYlL13 VOGEL
Gae(rcrg Board lkm6er~ CupeuwtirNw Urcm Sdiod ♦ PARTH BHARWAD

SWOeMwrnw
N6xnbro de la JunU de Gobima. Dis6ilo Escdar ~ y es~a~e ~ y
UruM de Cupe~taio

GREGORYANDERSON ~ y
VP of instruction
Vicepresidenle de instrucabn ~ y

I.IANG-FANG "LIANG'• CHAD
Parenrh{yniecn Eigi~eer DISTRICT
Madre de Fart~aLgercera de Alta Tearologta ~ ~ DISTRITO

CUPERTINO SANITARY DISTRICT
J03EPHINE (JO) LUCEY DISTRITO SANITARIO DE CUPERTINO
~~a~g Board h~ember. cupern~a uNon sdwc~ Director

NGm~ro de la Junta de Gohlemo, Dislrib Eudar ~ y Director
Unidn de Cupertew Vora for no mon Than Three

Vole rno mBsde Tea
TAGHI SAADATI
GW En9ireet

y ~ngmkNocivi
ANC+ELA S. CHEN
Irart~benl
rm~ar
JONN M. GATfO/~ y ~ ~~ ~ y
WILLIAM A. BOSWORTH
hwin~benl ~ y
fiuiar

V A diamond mam Ne wntlidale ha agrtM
to volunWdy IIMI wmpalpn spending.

V Un diamonle tiynifica que d wndidato ha
acord~do IlmNar voluntar(omenle bs pato~ da
w umpa~la.

RJN0021 43-AViS-2GENAt6 VOTE BOTH SIDES (OVER) ~ RJN0021
VOTE EN AMBOS LADOS (VER AL REVERSO)
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